
For more detailed information go to www.TeamTerrificRacing.com 

 
Steamboat Vintage Auto Races 

Commemorative Album 
Order Form 

 
 
 

Yes, I’d like to order the following Steamboat Commemorative Albums:   
 

Quantity Description * Price * Total 
 Black & silver checkerboard  soft cover album (8”x 6”)  $28  
 Mid-sized tan linen hardcover album (11”x 9”) (Not shown) $61  
 Large tan linen hardcover coffee-table edition (15”x 12”) $92  
Total Payment Enclosed (Payable to Bob Alder)  
 
* The price includes shipping and a separate Entrant booklet with each album.  With the 
purchase of each album, regardless of size, comes a separate 17-page Entrant booklet containing 
the names and race cars of all 2785 entrants over the 15 years.  This is a nicely bound 8½” x 11” 
booklet arranged by year for easy reference.  Sorry, no race results are included. For this mid-
sized album ONLY, a leather cover in several different colors is available at a $10 
additional cost. I've only seen the black cover, but it is really neat. Please inquire 
about other colors or just note "Black Leather" on order form and change to $71 if 
that's what you'd like to order. 

 
Shipping address: 
 Name: ______________________________________________ 

 Address:  ____________________________________________ 

 City: ______________________ State:_____ ZIP:___________ 

Only to be used if we have questions about your order.  Info won’t be used in any other way. 
Phone number ________________________ 

Email _______________________________ 

 
Check or money order only, made payable to Bob Alder.  Sorry no credit cards.  
Unfortunately, we will not be able to keep an inventory of albums on hand for immediate 
delivery.  Instead, orders will be accumulated for no more than two weeks and then a production 
run will be ordered.  Subsequent production and delivery takes about two weeks.  So, it could be 
a month before you receive your album.  Sorry for the delay, but well worth the wait. 
 
Please complete this order form and mail it along with payment to Bob Alder: 

Bob Alder 
3330 South Albion St. 
Denver, CO  80222 


